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2021-2022 TTPC MEMBERSHIP
UPDATE

The 2021-2022 TTPC Membership Drive will begin on October 4th
and end on November 11th
There will be two weeks of discounts to incentivize current
members to renew as well as offer a break on the new annual dues
to new members
We are looking to add 5-7 new women to our community
Every member will receive graphics and marketing copy they can
use to help drive membership for the upcoming year
In addition to the marketing assets, the TTPC Code of Conduct,
Pillars, and Blueprint will be made available to you to encourage
you to refamiliarize yourselves with what makes this group
valuable
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We want to bring on 5-7 new TTPC members by September. We
will start the pushes for new members in July and in unison with
the Talent Think Power Circle Website and Members Portal
launch. 
The process for new members will include filling out our form
which now requires prospective members to upload a 30-60
second video introducing themselves and answering a question.
The Executive Council will review all applications and vote in new
members.   

Women of Black, Indigenous, Latinx, or AAPI descent
Women with a demonstrated dedication to their personal,
professional, and spiritual growth
Women who have an active and engaged network that can
assist us in our pursuits and growth
They must be willing to be active participants in our events and
meetings
Women who are interested in building a legacy through this
community

We are specifically looking to attract:
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" Life does not have to be black and
white. It does not have to be this or

that. Sometimes, you have to live in the
gray area. Sit back, and just observe

everything without picking a side. There
is a lot of power in allowing things to be
as they are without forcing your will on

the outcome."
Sylvester McNutt III, Lust For Life



THE WISDOM OF THE
SEASONS

Our ancestors
understood the
wisdom of the
seasons. There were
times for hunting
and gathering. They
honored the
moments where rest
and reflection were
needed. Somewhere
between patriarchy,
modernization and
oppression, we lost
our way. 
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The exploitation of
our bodies, minds ,
and spirits has
created a chaotic
existence that we
glorify by way of
marathon
achievement and
unsustainable
expectations of what
can and should be
accomplished
throughout our finite
lives.

It is my belief that if
we don't revisit the
wisdom of what life
offers us in lessons
through the seasons
we are sure to
continue seeing
increases in poor
outcomes in both
mental and physical
health; which
inevitably is worse for
BIPOC people due to
the deficits in the
attention paid to our
health outcomes.



Growth is happening whether you witness it directly or not
Rest is not a weakness
Things must transition so something new can begin 
There is a beauty in being naked for a time

Winter Wisdom

Your due date is divine. Honor it
A flower that is blooming will have many admirers some will appreciate your becoming and
others will pluck you to participate in your demise
Water is core to the life of every living being and so are tears
Every flourishing garden is the result of countless seeds that never grew

Spring Wisdom

Many beautiful things require extreme temperatures to reach a point
of refinement
Only move towards the things, people, and places that make you feel
most alive
Birth is cyclical, beautiful, and painful
Momentum is always available, but are you ready to keep up?

Summer Wisdom
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Preparation is a necessary prong to survival
We must make time to review where we have been to make wise adjustments that anchor
where we're going
Shedding and purging teaches us to detach with ease from the urges of unnecessary
accumulation

Fall Wisdom
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CHANT N'
CHAT
Let's chat as a group about how we
are currently honoring our particular
season of life. What are the
challenges?
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THANK YOU!


